
2021 Maxi Yacht Capri Trophy,
ORC European Championship

66th Regata dei Tre Golfi
Capri, Naples - May 10-20, 2021

AMENDMENT 2 to NOTICE OF RACE

GENERAL
Delete NoR 4 and replace it with new item 4.

4. ROLEX CAPRI SAILING WEEK TROPHIES (3G + MYCT)
4.1 Rolex Trophy to the Maxi Yacht with the best combined scores of the 3G and the MYCT races combined with no

score excluded. The 3G will have a scoring coefficient of 2, the windward-leeward races of 1 and the coastal
races of 1.25. If there is a tie between two or more boats they shall be ranked in the order of their scores in the
3G.

4.2 Capri ClubSwan Award to the Nautor’s Swan yacht in any class with the best corrected time in the 3G, MYCT
and ORC EC combined.

4.3 YCI Trophy to the Yacht Club with the most competitors on the prize winners’ podium for the 3G, MYCT and ORC
EC combined.

Clarification: To use better wording.

ORC EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP
Delete NoR 17.2c and replace it with new item 17.2c.

17.2c) All sails marked for the event shall be on board while racing except the second mainsail that may be on board
only for the offshore race.

Clarification: To use better wording.
During the 3G Offshore Race, a second mainsail is allowed to be onboard of the ORC EC boats for cargo purposes only
because transportation and access to Capri Island is limited due to COVID-19.

Insert additional item to 23 Scoring

23.4) RRS 90.3(e) will apply.

TRE GOLFI
Delete NoR 31.1 and replace it with new item 31.1.

31.1 All ORC results will be determined by corrected times, calculated by Performance Curve Scoring for all purpose
pre-selected Course.

Clarification: To correct a discrepancy.

Napoli, 01 May 2021 at 0900hrs

The Organising Authority and Race Committee


